Starter for honda civic 2007

Began intermittently. Electrical would come on, vehicle would not crank. Would sometimes
make a clicking sound when attempting to turn the engine over. Battery tested good. Forums
had several suggestions for this, including starter, key chip identifier failure, transmission
sensor failure. Repair shop recommended the starter. New starter solved the issue. My starter
stopped working and it left me stranded. Loud grinding noise when trying to turn over. Same as
you guys. Purchased a Honda Civic LX from a dealer with , miles on it. Noticed on the Carfax
that the starter had been replaced at , miles. Well, just the other day, the starter went out again
and the vehicle wouldn't start. This was at , miles. It might have been a refurbished starter or
something, not sure since it was before I purchased the vehicle. They also put in a brand new
battery for me even though my battery was still working fine. This car has been a
disappointment. It has leaked transmission fluid for years. A non-Honda mechanic told me if I
had the leaking seal replaced it most likely would leak as well. So I just monitor it. This will be
the last Honda I own. I have never had so many issues with a car in my life. And now the Starter
has gone out. I bought a Civic because of Honda's reputation and was told from other Civic
owners it would be money well spent. Not sure if it's just something with this generation, but
this car has turned into a money pit. From reading other complains, I'm stating to question my
choice for Honda Maybe I'll need to try aToyota. Bad starter motor - failed without warning. Had
to have car towed, etc. This seems awfully premature for something like a starter. Not to
mention that it is located in a place that you can't get to without being a super human
contortionist or removing the engine. I think it's reasonable to expect a starter motor to last at
least , miles - perhaps they undersized or went cheap with the stock unit, which begs the
question: What else is going to fail before it's time? Purchased used car with K, my 1st Honda
for the teenage drivers in the Family. Reliable, Right? Hello, Honda anybody home - Recall? A
lot of "will not start" issues with the Honda Civic. I just Hope? Had the battery replaced first,
didn't help. Finally had to take it to the mechanic and leave it for a day to get it repaired. Repair
bill was pretty high too. First Honda. Purchased used in June After 1 week of having issues it
finally gave out. Surprised me. I thought Honda's were mechanically sound cars. My Saturn
didn't need starter replaced until , miles. Just last night my car failed to start after leaving from
work, and it appears to be the starter again. The car is at k miles. I just had the starter replaced
on it 4 years ago at 90k miles. After seeing the complaints here that I am not the only one having
starter issues with this new of a car, I am starting to question my loyalty toward Honda. I have
had an 88 and 92 Accord in the past and had k miles on those without having any big
mechanical issues. I don't think I will be getting a Honda again after buying this car brand new
and have this many major issues. My third and last Honda. How can a starter go out at Now the
car is making a moaning noise in reverse. What fresh hell is this? Honda, recall this car for the
starter and the other ridiculous problems reported here. Very disappointed of Honda to have
such a major problem when my car has relatively low mileage. I doubt I'll buy a Honda again.
This car has cost me more over the years than a luxury vehicle!!! I am so SICK of this car! And
now the starter?! Here I come, Toyota. Thanks a lot Honda! I have owned Honda's since and
have never had a failure this early on. If this is a sign that other things are going fail on this car
than I'm going to seriously rethink my loyalty to Honda. I'm NOT happy!!! For having a Honda
and taking pretty good care of it with routine checkups at the Honda dealership, I was a little
surprised to have the starter go out on me one morning. I thought Hondas were built much
better and could easily go over , miles without having any major parts, except for things like
tires and brakes replaced. Because of this, unfortunately, this will probably be my last Honda.
From Googling this issue, it looks like this is a common issue with the 8th generation Honda
Civics. I asked the mechanic at the dealership about how common this problem is and he just
smiled with a big grin If anyone ever starts a class action lawsuit on this issue, count me in.
Without warning, my starter went out. Saturday morning, start the car, and "click. This is much
too soon for this type of problem. No warning, nothing. I get my car checked every 3, miles--oil,
lube, tires, etc. I have also had to repair the brakes. My next car will be a Toyota. They seem
much more reliable. I am not happy!!!!! If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most
Common Solutions: new starter 25 reports not sure 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread
the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has
added a helpful site for this Civic problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Honda mechanic Read
reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Comment
Disabled Add Complaint. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you
are looking for? Search for something else:. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. All the Honda listed items that have this caveat
are drop shipped directly to you the end user, from the OEM manufacturer. While we make every
attempt to keep OEM inventory updated with qty and stock, on the rare occasion the OEM will

advise us the item stock is depleted and no longer available. We are not inventorying these
Honda OEM parts, if you see the listing and you already know Honda has the part on national
back-order, or was recently discontinued, then we will not be able to supply. To be sure of
availability, it would be best to message us for current stock prior to bidding. Skip to main
content. Buy new:. FREE delivery: March 3 - 8. Ships from: A-C-S. Sold by: A-C-S. In Stock. Add
to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security
and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission.
Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of
purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No
additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full
refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate
company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon
in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the
manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts
purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon.
Save with Used - Good. FREE delivery: March 4 - Ships from: Cornell's Auto Parts. Sold by:
Cornell's Auto Parts. See more. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Ships from and sold by
Cornell's Auto Parts. Brand: Honda. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart
Add both to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details.
Ships from and sold by A-C-S. Sold by Volay and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Customers who bought this item also bought. Compare with similar items. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Just
had this put into my car with a failing starter that was making grinding noises. I normally diy,
but wasn't looking forward to a day spent cursing underneath my car. I choose to buy the part
here on amazon, brand new, not re manufactured, original equipment. A few hours later and my
civic sounds great. Power to those of you that got this job done on your driveway, but I highly
recommend hiring a pro to do this job. I still have the old starter and might take it apart and
clean it up for the future. Edit: About 9 months after installation, I started noticing changes to
the starting sound. After 11 months, the part has failed. How can a genuine Honda part fail in
less than a year? It works as it should. After installation, you will notice that the car sounds a
little different -- kind of like brand new car. This is normal. Overtime this sound will change. As
far as I know, this was the first replacement starter for my civic which is at , miles now. That's
pretty damn good. Important: The installation of this part is not for the faint of the heart. I am a
reasonably skilled home-mechanic with brake jobs, and fluid changes under my belt and it took
me an entire day. I gave up at least 4 times but continued working through it. This job will make
you cry at some point. Be forewarned. For these reasons, do not skimp and buy the original
Mitsuba part. You don't want to have to redo this job because the part does not fit well or it does
not work for some reason. There are a handful of youtube videos, but they will only help you so
much. Because of the tight space and difficulty of doing this job, there is no good
documentation available. I did it from under the car without removing the exhaust pipe. It
arrived in the seal factory plastic and factory box much earlier than expected, and even before
the delivery date shipped USPS Priority Mail; ordered Monday morning, arrived Thursday
afternoon. The factory box was a little dinged up, and the metal wire holding brackets were bent
the brackets shredded the box ; but everything straightened itself out with heavy pilers. The
starter works like the factory one, and will hopefully last another , miles. Before the new starter,
the car sounded like it had a dying battery as it would barely turn over; super weak slow start
Also, FYI; the civic had been starting weakly for at least a year; thought it was battery; turns out
it was the starter Installation: it sucks!! No need to remove exhaust pipe if worked from this
angle. Small hands and arms are helpful. Need 14mm, 12mm, 10mm sockets and extensions.
But very doable. Then you can lower the starter and wrestle off the wire connections. Be
patient..! Images in this review. This item is a pain to change, don't cheap out, buy this original
unit. Removing the passenger side tire makes this job much easier. Also make sure to unplug
the battery! The starter is held on by 2x 14mm bolts and a 12mm starter wire nut. This job is not
impossible, just be prepared to spend some time with it, it is going to require some patience. It
is an original equipment starter but I only wish the original equipment starter lasted longer. I've

owned Honda cars since and keep them for more than 20 years and never had to replace a
starter on any of them. It was disappointing to have to replace this one after only 11 years.
Opening it up and examining the starter, the brushes were only worn half way but there was so
much dust debris it bound up the brushes. We'll see if this lasts longer than the first but other
people have also seen their starter for this Honda Civic not last as long either. Given that this
Honda Civic starter is difficult to replace, I wanted the highest quality possible. There are plenty
of generic knock-offs that are much cheaper in price; but I did not want to have a cheap starter
fail and have to do the tedious job all over again. The Honda repair manual calls for removal of
part of the exhaust pipe to access the starter; I was able to replace it without taking that extra
step. The exhaust section has bolts that will be frozen in place and gaskets that must be
replaced - so I left the exhaust pipe alone and was able to replace the starter. One person found
this helpful. Working great so far! Wait, WHAT? Bought a few extra tools, floor jack jack stands
So yup. Don't go to the "Steal-ership" for anything. Local mechanics if you must or DIY It! See
all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I bought it to replace the starter on my Honda
Civic The delivery was very fast and the starter seems to be high quality. Now the car starts like
it's new, I can easily tell from the click sound. Report abuse. Pages with related products. See
and discover other items: starter for honda , honda civic motor parts , honda genuine parts ,
starter motor. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. OEG Parts. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main
content. Consider these available items. New Starter compatible with Honda Civic 1. Currently
unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other
items do customers buy after viewing this item? Customers who bought this item also bought.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you
like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Seems the starter solenoid
fried, not great especially with how difficult a job it is to pull the starter on the Honda Civic. How
do I pursue the warranty on this? Update: I tried getting them to honor the warranty, they would
not, essentially saying since I installed it myself that there could be several other reasons the
starter failed. I'd guess that most people buying a starter on amazon are planning on installing it
themselves. I paid full price for another starter which I installed and is working great. I ordered
this part and got it within a week, which i thought was pretty speedy shipping. It is brand new,
not remanufactured, which is a great thing. I had a mechanic install the part and it's working like
a charm. So for anyone who is hesitant to order a car part from Amazon like i was you won't be
sorry. I reccomend this product and seller. I was hesitant at first, especially since the price was
under dollars. I needed a new starter and being short on cash, I went for it. Replacing it on my
civic was a huge pain in the rear, but once I got it on, it started like a champ! I would
recommend it! However this is just my experience, I have only had it on for a couple of days.
We'll see how it goes. Proper fit and function on civic lx. Two years in and still going strong. I
was a bit hesitant to purchase this starter because it was so much cheaper than anywhere else.
The starter came in within a week and i installed the POS. Tried to crank car and blew the main
fuse so i removed the starter and hooked it up off the car and when i put power to the solenoid
to energize starter it blew sparks everywhere. Mechanic said that it looks like an As described
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hanic said that it looks like an own part with a different brand name. One person found this
helpful. See all reviews. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

